2ADB GoldStar To those who think Astrology doesn't work

1. In May of 2001, I called noted Astrologer Arlene Kramer and
asked her to "witness" my forecast results for the Solar Eclipse
coming up on June 21, 2001.

2. The 6/21/01 Solar Eclipse was to occur at 00 Degrees Cancer 10'
at the "World Axis" and therefore could be of great significance.

3. There had not been a Solar Eclipse at 00 Degrees Cancer at
least as far back, as 1700 A.D. In 1732 and 1713 there had
been Solar Eclipses at 01 Degrees of Cancer. There will be a
Solar Eclipse in 2020 A.D. and another in 2039 A.D.

4. There were three Lunar eclipses at 00 Cancer in 1703, 1722 and
1741 (all A.D.), but not a Solar eclipse.

5. For the Solar Eclipse of 6-21-2001, there were Four Factors of
immediate concern:
A. The Solar Eclipse itself was on the World Axis (the Aries
Point signifies: “The World at Large” .
A Solar Eclipse on the World Axis means an “Event Affecting
the Whole World.”

B. Venus & Saturn were both on the World Axis and formed a
Midpoint to the Eclipse:
Venus and Saturn on the World Axis, Octile and Semi-Octile means
"the departure of Peace & Prosperity".

C. Mars and Hades had formed an orbless Opposition aspect at
20
Gemini 15' and 20 Sagittarius 15'...or...20 Degrees 15' of Mutable or 80
Degrees 15' on the 90 Degree Dial:
Mars-Hades on the World Axis means, "sudden attacks, murder,
atrocities".
D. Pluto On the World Axis:
Pluto indicates a Revolution or a Revolutionary Change,
Revolutionary Changes, or Transformation.

6. The above had been noticed by me while examining the
upcoming Solar Eclipse on the 90 Degree Dial. To get more
detail, I then examined the chart of the 6/21/01 Solar Eclipse
from the perspective of Mundane methods and decanate
meanings and reported both the above and the following
results to Arlene Kramer:
A. The Chart Ruler was Mercury (Virgo Ascendant) in the
decanate of: "terrorists, suicide bombers, ruthless people.
Fanatic actions taken against a "gate, tower, towering
structure, city, port or bridge".
B. The Eclipse Ruler and decanate Ruler were both the Moon
(conjunct the North Node) in the mundane decanate giving: "A Plot
involving an alliance, group, country or cartel".
C. The South Node indicating a previously existing situation or
event showed a decanate Meaning indicating: Intel (special
news/information) of, therefore a previously existing
situation or event.

D. Final Dispositers: Mercury: Ruthless people. A race of
ruthless men. Terrorists. Suicide bombers. Fanatic actions
against a gate, tower, towering structure, port, city, or
bridge.....and...Uranus: An Issue of Preparedness.
Troublemakers are rounded up.
E. The Ascendant of the Eclipse Chart has decanate meaning
of: " A location that suffers times of adversity". "A place of
tribulation". "Afflictions and persecutions at the hands of
fate".

7. Mars-Hades equaled the Washington, D.C. Natal Midheaven by

semi-octile, so I thought Washington, D.C. would be one of the
areas affected.

8. Venus and Saturn (in the Eclipse chart & on the World Axis)

formed a midpoint to the Natal Midheaven of New York
City.....and.....the Midheaven of the Eclipse Chart equaled the
Natal Midheaven of New York City, so I felt that NYC would be
another location affected.

9. In the Solar Eclipse chart, Mars (by Right Ascension), arrives

(manifests) on the "world axis" (world stage) in 80.8 days. From the
6/21/01 Solar Eclipse at GMT: 11:59, 80.8 days occurs on
September 11th at GMT: 07:13. Roughly 5 and 1/2 hours before the
attack; EDT.

10. On my calendar, I marked a one-week window from Sept. 9th

through Sept 16th to cover errors I might have made for the
time when Mars-Hades would hit Washington, D.C. and New
York City, and; I also recounted these dates to Arlene Kramer.

11. I told Arlene that my interpretation of the 6/21/2001 Solar
Eclipse was that it was going to be a terrorist attack and that
Washington, D.C. and New York City were the probable
locations or the main locations.

Arlene said that it had been of much concern to her that "the Eclipse fell
on an Ingress". I told her I had better check the Lunar Eclipse coming
up for July 5th, 2001. I did so and found the following and called Arlene
back with the following results:

The Lunar Eclipse chart for July 05, 2001 yielded a similar story.
Of immediate note was the Midheaven of the Lunar Eclipse chart
at 27 Leo 45' equaling (by orbless semi-octile) the Mars-Hades
orbless opposition already found in the 6/21/01 Solar Eclipse
Chart.

The chart ruler was Jupiter in the decanate of "fanatic actions of
suicide bombers or terrorists ".
The Eclipse ruler was Saturn in the decanate of, "needing to get
to the truth of a matter", and,
The Eclipse decanate ruler was Venus in the decanate of, "To fall
from the sky in flames, an air crash".
The Midheaven gave: Jealousy, an attack on human association or
companionship; and,
The Ascendant : A people stuck in the past. A society that
attempts to hold onto their customs, styles and way of life.
The Final Dispositers are Mercury, in the same decanate and
conjunct the chart ruler Jupiter (see above) and Uranus, still in the
decanate dealing with preparedness as an issue.
The Moon itself in the decanate of people needing rescue.

12. The Lunar Eclipse chart of July 05, 2001 also contained other

planetary aspects and midpoints on the world axis, some of which are
listed below:
A. Mars/Saturn = Pluto: The Death of many people.
B. Pluto/Node with Saturn/Uranus and the Ascendant:
Mourning and bereavement, a common and tragic destiny
shared with many people, a fated destiny shared by many. A
sudden and unexpected separation of others from the world.
A sudden turn of destiny.

On a Personal Note: In the interests of brevity, I have only listed the
most essential excerpts from the two eclipse charts:

1. For example, one of the locations given for a possible event
was 73 West 58'. NYC is at 73 West 59'.
2. I mainly wanted those "budding astrologers" out there to know
that the system of Astrology does work. When we humans are
brought into it, mistakes are often made and it is we, the
Astrologers who make them.
3. There is an old saying that the equestrians among you will
recognize:
"Your horse never throws you, it is you that fall off the
horse". It has been my experience so far that it isn't
Astrology that tends to miss things.....when we miss
something or don't get it right....it isn't "what Astrology
missed"....it is what we missed!

4. Another thing though is also true. Often, as Astrologers, unless
we are checking the charts to begin with, we don't know what we
are missing and doing all those charts is a lot of work; at least
doing them right is. Not printing them out...taking the time to
interpret them. So I am sure a lot of Astrologers just didn't have the
time to check the Eclipse Charts, or perhaps weren't inclined to
really look into what they might mean. I am involved in research,
so I tend to "do a lot of delving". But a lot of the time, unless a client
has asked me to look at a particular date or event....I miss a lot too.

For Example: Back in the August before the Gulf War, a

soldier asked me to look and see if there would be a war.
I said yes, there would be one, and it would start on the
upcoming Jan 16th. But if the soldier (an officer who might
have had to go to Iraq) hadn't asked me, I wouldn't have
looked.

5. So, to my fellow Astrologers out there, I say please give
some incentive to those who have yet to discover what you
already know, that the System of Astrology really does
work.
When you get it right, record it, tell others (I told more
people than only Arlene) ahead of time and then share what
you got right with those who need to know.
We are all students of Astrology and we are all still learning.

